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“[The Quartet] started with Beethoven's String Quartet No 11 in f minor, Op.             
95...Intense outbursts and dramatic pauses punctuated the score as [they] played with            
crisp certainty and harnessed fury. Their restrained use of vibrato, as is now thought to               
be the performance practice of Beethoven's time, contrasted the grit of straight tones             
with touches of warmth and lyric intensity.” 
 
“If we hadn't already been impressed by these four musicians' capabilities...their           
breathtaking rendition of the old Mendelssohn favorite, String Quartet No. 4 in e minor,              
Op. 4, No. 2 would have placed them on a pedestal alone. It is rare to be so wholly swept                    
along that the details fade into a seamless wash of mesmerizing music.” 

 
CONCERT REVIEW: Vega String Quartet offers unique charisma 

By Gayle Williams 
The Herald-Tribune 

 
“The program included quartets of Mendelssohn and Tchaikovsky, confirming [the          
Quartet’s] powerful technique, impeccable ensemble and boundless musicianship.” 
 

YEAR RETROSPECTIVE: Top Lehigh Valley Classical Concerts of 2012 
By Steve Siegel 

The Morning Call 
 
“The Vega Quartet's signature sound was a crisp fidelity, texturally sensitive and able to              
make the compositions come alive, pulsing and thrumming with a primal gutsiness.” 
 

CONCERT REVIEW: Vega String Quartet premieres Garner's “i ain't broke (but i'm 
badly bent)” in Atlanta 

By Andrew Alexander 
www.creativeloafing.com 

 
“[The quartet’s program of] Haydn's Quartet in G, Opus 76, No. 1, Soonjung Suh's              
"Reminiscence" and the Debussy Quartet gave a full picture of the ensemble's abundant             
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strengths. Dominant is a single-minded and relentless concentration that gives sweep           
and perspective to the music at hand.” 

“The group's Haydn possessed surface beauties, mechanical superiority and a          
compelling sense of authority. It glowed with musicality and balance.” 

“Equally full-throated yet markedly different, the Debussy work realized all the           
disparate hues in the composer's palette, from fragile delicacy to virile aggression and             
eloquent songfulness.” 

CONCERT REVIEW: Vega Quartet Makes a Triumphant L.A. Debut 

by Daniel Cariaga 
Los Angeles Times 

 
 
“Counterbalancing the strong contrast between Haydn's lighter early quartets and the           
greater depth and intricacy of the later one was the quartet's eager intensity throughout              
as they played all three works with a touch both light and distinctive, emotional but not                
overbearing.” 
 
“At their best, the musicians took real risks in their music making.” 
 
“[The Quartet’s] eagerness, over all, translated into playing that had a kind of clean 
intoxication to it, pulling the listener along.” 
 

CONCERT REVIEW: Haydn, Party of 4: Exploring the Quartet Master 
by Anne Midgette 

The New York Times 
 
“Intimacy is always on the program at Bargemusic, where the Vega Quartet offered Op.              
132, as well as Mozart's Clarinet Quintet, on Saturday night...The music, when it began,              
simply took over and created a space of its own. Nor did the quartet impose an                
interpretation on the music; rather, the musicians played with a deceptive simplicity            
and fluidity that made difficult passages seem childlike in their straightforwardness. The            
piece opened in a throaty stage whisper, and the "Heiliger Dankgesang" of the third              
movement was understated, even serene. This reading built to its finale, as if new              
strength had come from traversing the central movement to allow big, strong playing in              
the final ones.” 
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“Not many years separated Beethoven and Mozart, but the quartet nailed the stylistic             
differences between them, shrugging off autumnal hoarseness for crisp clear precision           
in Mozart's clarinet quintet.” 

CONCERT REVIEW: Beethoven Rocked the Boat and Mozart Held the Course 
by Anne Midgette 

The New York Times 
“The performance was well stenciled, lively and characteristic of [Beethoven’s] early           
style” 
 
“The Vega Quartet’s rendering [of the Ravel Quartet] was lyrically impassioned in the             
opening movement; the mostly pizzicato second movement was ebullient. The third,           
with muted strings, was played with expressive introspection interspersed with          
occasional surging flurries and ardent outbursts. The final, the most conventional of the             
four movements, was given an agitated energy that moved it forward to its brisk              
conclusion.” 
 

CONCERT REVIEW: Emory’s Vega String Quartet plays Beethoven, Ravel and 
Mendelssohn with aplomb 

by Mark Gresham 
www.artsatl.com 

 
 
“The quartet’s members started the evening with Joseph Haydn’s String Quartet in B             
minor, Op. 33, No. 1. The Vega Quartet’s reading emphasized the contrasts of moods              
and sudden changes of character. The finale was especially satisfying, thanks to its             
rhythmic drive and tight ensemble work.” 
 

CONCERT REVIEW: Vega String Quartet offers mixed bag, ends Flagler show on high 
note 

by Marcio Bezerra 
Palm Beach Daily News 
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